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Impact of Nuclear Power and Public
Acceptance

Licensing of nuclear reactors and public
acceptance in Austria

A

First some facts concerning nuclear technology in Austria:

In 1956, the Österreichische Studiengesellschaft fur Atomenergie

GmbH. (SGAE) (Austrian study group for Nuclear Energy) vas

established by the Federal Republic of Austria which holds

5o,5% of the capital and 53 private companies. A 9 MW research

reactor was built in Seibersdorf, 36 km from Vienna in the

years 1957-61.

In 1962, the Technical university of Vienna set in operation

a 25o kW research reactor.

1964, the Technical University of Graz followed with a lo kW

reactor.

When the operation permission of those reactors was given

there was no ray protection bill in Austria.

in 1964, the Parliament passed the nuclear liability act.

In 1966, a study group for a nuclear power plant (Arbeitsgemein-

schaft Kernkraftwerk der Elektrizitätswerke, AKEW)was founded

which should represent resp. maintain the interests of the

Austrian electricity supply companies in regard of development

and production of nuclear power plants in Austria.

This study group was resolved in 1968 and another company, the

KKWP Kernkraftwerk Planungsgesellschaft mbH (nuclear power

plant projecting company) was established by the electricity

producing commpanies.

In 1969, the parliament passed a ray protection bill.

In 197o, eight electricity supply companies established the

Gemeinschaftskernkraftwerk Tullnerfeld Gesellschaft mbH (Comsion

nuclear power station Tullnerfeld) as a building company for

the first Austrian nuclear power plant.
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On March 22, 1971 it was decided to establish a 7oo MW-SR

nuclear power plant at Zwentendorf, which is situated about

4o km from Vienna.

There had been preceeding descussions about economic advantages

of nuclear power plants the installation of which was supposed

to slow down the completion of the hydraulic power station

system in Austria.

In 1972, the building contract with the German XWU was signed.

Also in this year a ray protection regulation was enacted.

The beginning of Austria's nuclear power era was welcomed by

the public in the region of the projected nuclear power

plant and in Austria as a whole.

In 1973, the government proposed the construction of three

further nuclear power stations (2.8oo 3IW) in the years 1981

to 199o.

In 1974, nine electricity supply companies founded a building

company for a second nuclear power station.

The competent minister of commerce and trade announced in

May 1974 that thé construction of the second nuclear power

station would start in summer 1975. Different from Zwentendorf,

the concerned population judged the second nuclear power station

less positively. A regional newspaper took advantage of this

atmosphere and organized a large scale discussion.

This discussion was already controlled by organized opponents

of nuclear power stations and motivated the Federal Chancellor,

who took part in the discussion, to call the idea of a popular

vote a "remarkable thing".

Already the next day (19th March) the competent minister

recommended an attidude of reserve.

The following months were marked by increased critical comments

on part of the press but also brought into consideration

the suitability and admissability of a public vote.
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In April 1975, the Federal Chancellor proposed a decision

by the parliament instead of a public vote, a modus procedendi

without any constitutional basis.

Unlike in other countries, whose governments represent a

certain opinion in spite of the various conceptions of

political fractions, the saying of the different members of

the Austrian government are not homogeneous still today.

Efforts to delay the start of the 2nd nuclear power station

were favored by fewer increase in the electricity consumption

during the recession year 1974.

In April 1976, the government decided to realize an "Information

campaign about advantages and disadvantages of nuclear power

for the purpose of energy supply". The campaign was to take

place in the main cities of Austria io form of lo large-scale

meetings to be held from October 1976 until March 1977. The

electricity supply companies, whose warnings were denied, have

even not been invited to these discussions.

At the beginning an interministerial committee was nominated

which worked out a question catalogue and selected experts who

should talk to the public in order to open the discussions.

It was the aim of these meetings to give a thematically

detailled information for a large-scale auditorium which was

supposed to serve as the basis of parliamentary decisions.

Subjects, places and dates of the meetings were

Social and economic questions

Political questions of nuclear
energy

Profitability of nuclear power
stations

Economic questions of nuclear energy
regarding nuclear energy in Austria

Risks of nuclear power stations

Questions of technical and operational
safety

Oct.
Oct.

Nov.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

14,
28,

11,

24,

13,

1976
1976

1976

1976

1976

1977

Vienna
Linz

Innsbruck

Feldkirch

Salzburg

Graz
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Jan.

Feb.

March

March

27,

2,

lo,

24,

1977

1977

1977

1977

Vienna Social effects and operation
controle of nuclear power stations

Leoben Consequences of reactor operation
and fuel cycle

Klagenfurt Thermal problems

Vienna Biological and medical questions.

Tickets were free available at the federal press service.

From the beginning these meetings were troubled by organized

demonstrations of nuclear power opponents who manifested with

transparents and pamphlets.

Generally they did not care the actual subject and asked for an

immédiat discussion of safety questions. Several times they

forced the discussion leaders, whose personal safety was no

more guaranteed, to hand over their functions to spontaneously

elected "chairmen ".

Since the construction of the first nuclear power plant was

continued, the information of the public by television, radio

and newspapers was called in question. The information campaign

was qualified as "Alibi for decisions decided long ago".

In result of these manifestations the government changed the

concept and the third session held out an information without

any thematical restrictions. The participants were asked to

put additional questions.

The anti nuclear group tried hard to manipulate the public and

succeeded to divert the information campaign by anti nuclear

songs, transparents and demonstrations.

As a result of several excesses during a meeting in Vienna on

January 17, 1977, where a police man was injured, the federal

chancellor decided to cancel the last meeting of the information

campaign to prevent the threatening incidents of an agressiv

anti nuclear demonstration.

Therefore the campaign's resummée was already published on

March 18, 1977. According to official announcements 75oo persons
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took part in the different meetings and a high percentage

of the population was informed by the campaign itself. The

results were resumed in lo reports.

In the second part of the campaign detailled questions were

discussed in pro and anti nuclear groups without public

participation.

Representatives of the electricity producing companies also

took part. The result of these meetings were transmitted to

the government which is to give a report to the parliament

in June.

The conclusions of the electricity producing companies are the
following:

1) The necessary information of the population was not achieved

but a basis was given to unorganized and ideologically

different anti nuclear groups for organized protest actions.

2) The emotional atmosphere brought an irrational sensibilization
of the population and a reinforcement of the anti nuclear
opposition.

The following facts will show the negative consequences
of this campaign:

In September 1974, 58% of the population over 16 years

recommended the construction of nuclear power stations,

27% were opponents.

In October 1976, before the beginning of the campaign,

38% recommended the nuclear power station, 38% objected.

In December 1976, after 3 information meetings, there

were only 3o% supporters and already 42% opponents.

3) At the beginning the anti-nuclear group had mainly protested

against the 2nd nuclear power station, but during the

campaign the public opinion turned also against the 1st

nuclear power station which is still under construction.
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Tbe main argument was that the continuation of the

construction would affect the credibility of the campaign.

4) The political parties were more and more forced to explain

their point of view which was obviously influenced by the

general elections in Sweden. The result of these elections

was considered positively or negatively to be the consequence

of the nuclear discussions.

Resuming it can be said that the attempt of a large-scale

information campaign failed and that the official campaign did

rather incite than calm the discussion with anti nuclear groups.

When this report was finished the decisions of the government

were still unknown. The discussion about utilization of nuclear

energy turned into a discussion of the problem of deposition of

nuclear dust. This juridically relevant problem can only be

understood if one remembers that in the beginning of the

seventies high-activ dust was considered to result only from

reprocessing plants and that the deposition of the dust would

be arranged by those companies.

At the present stage of international nuclear discussion one

must also remember that lo years ago, also the chemical industry

was interested in this proceeding.

The increasing opposition reduced this ambition and the

responsibility was handed over to the electricity producing

companies. The construction of an own reprocessing plant beeing

not economic, Austria must - in course of this development -

take into account that the nuclear dust of the reprocessing

has to be taken back.and deposited in Austria. As a result the

problem of deposition got pressing importance also in Austria

and the described development shows that this problem will

get further attention of the population.

The Austrian law does not define the responsibility for the

construction of nuclear dust deposits like it is done in other

countries (for example in Germany, § 9 nuclear statute and
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Swizerland Art Io8 StrSchV). On the other hand § 91 of the ray

protection bill, BGB1 1972/74, lays down, that nuclear dust

which does not get into the environment in fluid or solid

form, has to be brought to places which are determined by the

administration.

The interpretation of this definition raised considerable

contradictions which might be characterized as follows: It

is indeed correct to impute that the legislative intention

of this definition is to set up a regulation similar to the

German and Swiss situation since as far as the long-time dust

deposition is concerned the state only as long as there is any

government system shows sufficient stability and responsibility,

even in the case of state succession.

The other extrem position starts from the point of view that

dust deposits are subject to administrative authorization and

if there are several deposits the administration may order

the deposition in one place or in another. Contrary to this

interpretation is the fact that there should be no authorization

for the construction of a nuclear power plant if the dust deposit

is not established first.

The Federal Ministery for public health and environment follows

this interpretation without considering the above mentioned

consequence: even during the construction of the first nuclear

power plant a great deal of authorizations were disposed.

At present we cannot foresee what solution will be found

finally.

In view of the mentioned legal and political problems the opinion

was advanced in last May that there will be no definite operation

authorization before the next general elections in 1979. This

could only be possible if - whatever reason would be found, the

start of the first nuclear power plant would be delayed after

1978.
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Returning to the subject of my report, I vili finally notice

that the present delays - the start was planned for August

1976 - can be attributed to the administrative authority which

aggraviated the tests of the plant in consequence of the

changed public attidude and new experiences in safety technics.


